AS A U.S. NAVY SEAL, RICHARD MARCINKO KNEW NO LIMITS -- AS THE ROGUE WARRIOR, HE OBEYS NO RULES

Through seven blockbuster New York Times bestsellers in the Rogue Warrior series, Richard Marcinko and John Weisman have given their readers untold thrills -- and their villains no mercy. Now the Rogue Warrior writes a whole new set of rules for the shadowy world of Black Ops as he embarks on his most explosive adventure yet -- a volatile tale of double-dealing and international intrigue that blows the lid off todays geopolitical scene.

ROGUE WARRIOR®: ECHO PLATOON

Dangerous times require dangerous men. And there isnt a man alive more deadly than the Rogue Warrior. Called once more to his countrys service, Captain Richard NMN Marcinko must undertake a critical mission: uncover the hidden motives and players behind the recent attempts at the destabilization of Azerbaijan, the tiny former Soviet republic that holds the key to the oil-rich Caspian Sea. An overland pipeline to the West has been planned, and both Russia and Iran want to control the flow. But others have their own interests in the region, including bilious billionaire Steve Sarkesian, one of the worlds richest and most influential men. The Rogue knows the man is involved, but just how he ties in with the Russkies and Arabs isnt clear. And just who else stands to benefit from toppling the Azerbaijani government? The answer is out there somewhere, and Marcinko is going to find it. Pulling together a platoon of his best SEALs, the Rogue Warrior races to the heart of the Middle East, revealing festering layers of treachery and greed that threaten to choke off the black gold that is Americas lifeblood. Confronted by well-trained terrorists and false-faced bureaucrats, the Rogue does what he does best -- breaking rules and cracking heads -- until the only thing left standing is justice.

These are the men I want to help me if Im ever a hostage! This was interesting, exciting, scary & sad book. MAJOR page turner. The doom on Dicky verbage can be mind boggling sometimes... but never dull. Its apparent that the writer knows the whole Politics, Special Ops...& Seals
like the back of his hand or other part of his anatomy (his words, not mine)...Never candy coating the truth when he's wrong or made a mistake or soft soaping grief. I enjoy the reappearing Seals, Friends & Villians from the past, as this is a small world, with lots of paths that cross & recross. Though I never get the impression Good conquers Evil here, just stomps it back into place for awhile. It's enough to make me feel just a wee bit safer.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
[Echo Platoon (Rogue Warrior) by John Weisman - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!]